Abstract-This letter considers an augmented kinematic formulation for nonprehensile manipulation through intermittent contacts as occurring in catching, batting, or juggling. In such scenarios, the contact point with an end-effector is variable, which we propose to model with additional virtual joints at the end of the kinematic chain. While not in contact with the manipulated part, these new joints are unconstrained in terms of velocity and acceleration. An optimization based and, thus, tuning-free comparison of differential inverse kinematic approaches is carried out, given path or trajectory of the manipulation task is known. Simulations and an experiment show that the proposed augmentation enables dynamically feasible acceleration variations at high velocities on and close to a given path.
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I. INTRODUCTION
R EPEATABLE success of robotic manipulation depends on robust solutions in perception, modeling and control. Robustness taken by itself, however, is only a necessary criterion for the practical applicability of individual manipulation solutions (also referred to as primitives). Only in combination with efficiency (e.g., throughput, range and cost) gaps between academic and commercial interest may be bridged. As an example, throwing and catching parts has potential to increase the efficiency of industrial object transport. Nonetheless, published work regarding this problem has so far been forced to make trade-offs between robustness and efficiency when it comes to experiments.
Given a manipulation primitive candidate, typically formulated in Cartesian task space, experiments with redundant manipulators are conducted using one out of many available inverse kinematic algorithms. Within this step from simulation to experiment, constraints on limits, velocities, accelerations, and torques of the manipulator joints must be met to maintain robustness claims made in task space. In the object transport example, this last step becomes challenging when a robot manipulator should catch a fast flying part. Solutions to the catching problem have recently advanced from static interception of the flight trajectory [1] , [2] to an adaptation of the end-effector velocity [3] - [5] . For provably robust catching, the manipulator end-effector might even have to follow the flight trajectory for some time with a particular acceleration pattern relative to the part. So far, these adapting approaches have to reduce the endeffector velocity leading to impacts with the part [3] , [5] , which may cause damage. Alternatively, redundancy is resolved offline [4] . A key to further improvement is thus the ability to solve the inverse kinematic problem in real-time while operating close to, or even beyond, classical manipulator constraints.
The field of nonprehensile dynamic manipulation [6] , [7] is well suited to tackle insufficient manipulator dynamics. Unlike grasping approaches [2] , a generic nonprehensile end-effector provides a large potential contact area. This area can augment the kinematics by additional virtual prismatic joints for those manipulation primitives, which are based on impacts or transitions into continuous contact. Most importantly, these virtual joints are unconstrained with respect to velocity or acceleration. After a transition into continuous contact as in catching, e.g., work on nonprehensile rolling manipulation [8] , [9] becomes applicable. Further examples for manipulation with intermittent contacts besides catching are e.g., juggling [10] - [12] and batting [13] , [14] .
A body of work exists to resolve redundancies with joint constraints including limitations on velocity and acceleration. Most common is the use of a weighted pseudo-inverse that locally minimizes joint velocities in real-time. In the presence of joint displacement limits, the weights are usually formulated joint dependent [15] or the gradient of a cost function is projected into the null-space of the inverse kinematic solution [16] . When a joint still gets close to a limit, the pseudo-inverse approaches cannot guarantee accurate task execution anymore, which can be countered by iterative joint velocity saturation [17] . Also practical to accurately track a path is the dynamic scaling of joint trajectories [18] or the task [19] . If the task is a priori known, optimal control in combination with trajectory deformation is applicable [20] but does not allow for real-time acceleration changes anymore.
This letter contributes to the field of nonprehensile dynamic manipulation as follows. (1) The notion of additional, dynamically unconstrained joints is introduced. These virtual joints become available with nonprehensile dynamic manipulation through intermittent contacts. (2) The redundancies gained with the new joints are exploited to enable fast end-effector motions on (or close to) a known path with real-time acceleration input. Fig. 1 . In nonprehensile dynamic manipulation, a generic planar end-effector (e.g., [3] , [4] ) at the end of the kinematic chain increases redundancy. For manipulation with intermittent contacts, such as catching or batting, these additional virtual prismatic joints provide unlimited velocity and acceleration potential.
(3) Inverse differential kinematic trajectory planners are compared unbiased and tuning-free based on weight optimization.
Particular attention from formulation until experimental evaluation is owed to the infinite velocity and acceleration potential of the new virtual joint notion. A planar catching experiment reported at the end of this letter illustrates how the new joints enable fast, accurate and still flexible task execution with a formerly non-redundant robot.
II. DYNAMICALLY UNCONSTRAINED NONPREHENSILE JOINTS
This section first introduces the extension of classical kinematics with virtual nonprehensile prismatic joints for manipulation through intermittent contacts. Then, constraints are formulated, which must hold to guarantee that tasks perform accurately in experiments.
A. Augmented Kinematics With Unconstrained Joints
Let an n-dimensional manipulation task x ∈ R n be solved with a manipulator that has m degrees of freedom (DOF) denoted by q m ∈ R m . Furthermore, assume the manipulation task requires part and end-effector to come into contact in a (temporarily) nonprehensile way. Then, there mostly exists an area, instead of a single point, on the end-effector that is eligible for the contact, cf. Fig. 1 . This circumstance may be reflected if q m is augmented with a additional (prismatic) joints denoted by q a ∈ R a , which leads to q = q
T . These augmented joints are typically located at the end of the kinematic chain and are limited to a ∈ {1, 2}.
In terms of joint constraints, the m traditional joints q m and the a augmented, virtual joints q a show, however, major differences. While not in contact with the manipulated part, the augmented joints provide -in a kinematic sense -infinite velocity and acceleration capabilities. Around the predicted contact time, velocity equality constraints may be employed to control the tangential friction effect at collision. Alternatively, the manipulation task is robust to tangential disturbances [4] and thus unconstrained joint velocity applies throughout the task. The latter is assumed for the remainder of this letter.
B. Joint Constraints
Accurate tracking of a task x(t) with a manipulator is only possible if the joint space trajectory stays within the manipulator constraints
Recalling the unconstrained velocity potential of the augmented joints introduced in Section II-A, the velocity limits (1b) and torque limits (1c) are thus of dimension m, whereas the joint limits (1a) are of dimension (m + a). The torque limits (1c) relate to acceleration limits using the dynamic equation
with the inertia matrix M ∈ R m ×m , the Coriolis matrix C ∈ R m ×m , the gravitational vector G ∈ R m , and the input torque τ ∈ R m . The constraints (1) are collected in a generalized constraint vector h ∈ R N , where h = q TqT m τ T T , and thus N = 3m + a in the above case. As a result, the constraints (1) become briefly
where the lower and upper bounds are denoted
respectively. The constraint definition (3) can be extended to meet additional limitations such as motor power limits using h j = τ jqj with j = 1, . . . , m.
III. OPTIMIZED REDUNDANCY RESOLUTION
This section recalls weighting-based inverse differential kinematic planners to resolve redundancies in real-time while staying within the introduced constraints. Given a nominal task trajectory, off-line optimization of the weights and the initial augmented state then minimizes the distance to constraints over time.
A. Redundancy Resolution
Let f : R m +a → R n describe the map from joint space to task space. Then, given a manipulator configuration q, the n × (m + a) Jacobian is defined as J (q) = ∂f (q)/∂q and the differential kinematic equation iṡ
In order to obtain the desired joint velocities for a given task, the differential kinematics (4) must be inverted. In case of (m + a) > n the inversion problem is redundant and thus infinitely many solutions exist. A common way to resolve the redundancy in real-time is the use of a pseudo-inversė
with
which locally minimizes the joint velocities according to a symmetric positive definite weighting matrix W ∈ R (m +a)×(m +a) . Additional objectives, e.g., respecting the limited range of the augmented joints, are included by extending (5) tȯ
which optimizes a secondary objective function w(q) by projecting its gradient ∇w = ∂w(q)/∂q into the null space of the Jacobian. The factor k ∈ R weights the secondary task in relation to the primary, velocity minimizing, task, whereas positive or negative signs result in maximization or minimization, respectively. Note that the joint trajectory planners (5) and (7) lead to different solutions for every possible initial configuration q 0 . Hence, the choice of q 0 is at least as important as the tuning of W and k to find feasible joint trajectories through the entire task. In practice, such tuning often turns out unsuitable and unintuitive in the presence of acceleration or torque constraints. Therefore, we formulate a constrained optimization problem in the next section to find W , k and q 0 automatically based on a nominal task trajectory.
B. Constrained Dynamic Optimization Problem
Given a nominal task trajectory x * (t) with t ∈ [t 0 , t f ], an initial joint configuration q m (t 0 ), and an initial guess for q a (t 0 ), W and k, the desired joint trajectory follows from numeric differentiation and integration of (5) or (7) . Hence, defining a vector of optimization variables
the constraint vector in (3) becomes h(x * (t), c), where we choose W as a diagonal matrix. Note here that other task parameters can easily be added to c, e.g., the starting point x(t 0 ) in the manipulator workspace.
In order to ensure that the joint trajectory not only stays within the constraints, but also keeps a distance to each constraint, an inverse distance function
similar to [21] is used. Note that with (9) the value H i becomes infinite when the i-th element of the vector h reaches one of its constraints. Further constraint violations (i.e. h i < h i or h i > h i ) result in (9) becoming negative. With the help of (9) a dynamic optimization problem is formulated as follows: This automation of finding an appropriate parametrization c offline for a real-time capable pseudo-inverse kinematic planner yields the following two major benefits: (i) The optimization (10) implicitly penalizes large velocities, which prevents singular Jacobians J .
(ii) The optimization (10) maximizes the distance to all joint constraints. Therefore, other dynamically challenging tasks x(t) with t ∈ [t 0 , t f ] can potentially be executed if they are close to the nominal task x * (t). Simulations in the next section evaluate this potential flexibility.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, tracking the trajectory of a planar, fast flying part is chosen as challenging example. The motivation for this example originates in previous works that had to reduce (task) velocity [3] , [5] to perform the desired end-effector motion accurately. Fig. 2 illustrates how the proposed methods connect in the example. A discussion on the real-time flexibility beyond a known nominal trajectory closes the section.
A. Catching Trajectory Generation
Consider the translational task x ∈ R 2 of tracking a ballistic flight path in the vertical plane. Hence, the first element x 1 and the second element x 2 denote the horizontal and vertical displacement, respectively. Furthermore, the nonprehensile catching task requires the end-effector to accelerate or decelerate at high velocities. Therefore, the following paragraph briefly describes a dynamical system task motion planner that parametrizes the path such that velocities and accelerations only act along this path.
As a start, note that the vertical position x 2 and the heading angle α, cf. Fig. 3 , are unique with respect to the horizontal position x 1 given a ballistic part trajectory x P ∈ R 2 . As this letter focuses on the joint trajectory planning, not the catching problem, we further assume without loss of generality that part and end-effector have the same initial position x P (t 0 ) = x(t 0 ) and velocityẋ P (t 0 ) =ẋ(t 0 ). Part dimensions are neglected for the same reason. Moreover, for the purpose of a concise notation, the total end-effector velocity is denoted v := ẋ 2 and initial values are abbreviated v 0 = v(t 0 ) and α 0 = α(t 0 ). Then, the translational part velocities for given initial values, Fig. 3 . Segment of the part flight trajectory that must be followed by the endeffector (Q 3 = 1.5 cm) for a controlled catch. The edge of the end-effector [4] compensates for post-impact motion perpendicular to the flight path.
parametrized in terms of the horizontal position, arė
Hence, the position dependent heading angle becomes
which takes negative values while the part is in the falling phase. Finally, we define a state vector ξ := v x T T ∈ R 3 resulting in the dynamical system motion planneṙ
where for now the input γ rel = 0. The purpose of this input γ rel will become clear in Section IV-C. The dynamical system (14) ensures that an end-effector velocity ξ 1 and its respective accelerationξ 1 only act along the part's ballistic path x P . Solving (14) numerically is computationally inexpensive and thus suits well to potentially process real-time feedback, e.g., from analogue distance sensors integrated in the end-effector.
B. Simulative Method Comparison
Three inverse kinematic methods are compared in simulation: S1) The non-redundant (m = 2) overarm solution of a 2-DOF manipulator. S2) The virtually redundant (m = 3) overarm solution of a 2-DOF manipulator using the pseudo-inverse (6) with a diagonal weighting matrix and optimization (10). S3) The virtually redundant (m = 3) overarm solution of a 2-DOF manipulator using the pseudo-inverse with gradient projection (7), optimization (10), and
The three approaches are evaluated for the same task with two exploitable end-effector lengths Q 3,a = 1.5 cm and Q 3,b = 5 cm, referred to as S1a, S1b, S2a, S2b, S3a, and S3b, respectively. The displacements of the joints q 1 and q 2 are considered unconstrained. The end-effector acceleration along the ballistic path is set to equal the part acceleration γ rel = 0. For the purpose of this letter, we only consider a short segment of t f = 60 ms (t 0 = 0) with a large initial part velocity of v 0 = 4.2 ms T . All other parameters and constraints are collected in Table I , whereas velocity and peak torque constraints are considered symmetric.
The left column of Fig. 4 displays velocities and torques, which the given task requires using the well-known 2-DOF overarm inverse kinematics (S1). Horizontal lines, as in all plots that follow, highlight constraints. The length of the virtual joint is added to 2 . Obviously both velocity and torque limits are violated several times, which potentially leads to inaccurate tracking of the desired end-effector trajectory.
The middle column in Fig. 4 shows how the augmented virtual joint is exploited using (5) In comparison to S1, torque requirements are significantly reduced and velocity constraints are met. An increase from 1.5 cm to 5.0 cm in the exploitable end-effector size also shows benefits. For example, the lowest value of the joint velocity (S2a)q 2 increases from −5.67 rad s −1 to −5.14 rad s −1 . The right column in Fig. 4 shows how the augmented virtual joint is exploited using (7) observed. This is mainly due to the textbook-choice of w(q), which produces large velocities in the nullspace to force the third joint to its range center. Such behavior is not necessarily advantageous, see also [15] . Because of the above observations, we limit the following discussion to S2a and S2b.
C. Flexibility of Solutions and Discussion
Referring to the introduction, the goal of this letter is to provide joint motion planning on, or close to a given path to enable real-time acceleration input. Hence, we raise the question: Given an optimization-based pseudo-inverse solution S2a or S2b, to what extent does such a solution apply for varying accelerations? For this purpose, we introduced γ rel ∈ R as time-varying input to (14) . As an example, choosing γ rel = g would cause a relative acceleration of g between part and end-effector. −1 also meet the constraints. Manipulation systems in less structured environments may also require executing a primitive starting at several points in the manipulator workspace, e.g., catching of human throws [5] . Hence, we here ask if an area around x * 0 exists for which the solution c * stays within all constraints. For this purpose, we perform the simulation for various initial positions on a line (see Fig. 3 ):
The flexibility with respect to x 0 (length of the set I) highly depends on the degree of exploitation of q 3 , whereas the influence on velocity and torque requirements is almost negligible. For Q 3,a the set of feasible d around x * 1 (0) is much smaller than 1 cm. For Q 3,b the feasible set becomes I = {d|0.12 ≤ d ≤ 0.21} cm. Hence, one could partition a space of potential initial states and calculate an optimal parametrization for each part off-line. Or, as in this particular case of planar part catching, one-dimensional manifolds for several sets X 0 . Alternatively, another off-line optimization run could exploit the larger end-effector to follow the fast flight trajectory longer (larger t f ) up to 85 ms instead of 60 ms.
Besides the re-computation of c in less structured environments, the proposed approach is also limited by the numerical integration depicted in Fig. 2 . In a real-time scenario, such integration uses fixed step-size solvers that cannot provide the reliable accuracy of variable step-size solvers. The same problem applies to our task planner that has to perform similar integrations when solving (14) in real-time. For the above described scenario with t f = 60 ms the Euclidean workspace error remains in the negligible order of 10 −6 m using the RungeKutta method with a fixed step-size of 1ms. If numerical errors reach non-negligible magnitudes, closed-loop differential inverse kinematic planners (e.g., [22] ) should be used instead.
Hence, the simple method (5) with off-line optimized weights is already well suited for kinematic trajectory planning in the presence of dynamically unconstrained nonprehensile joints. Even with short, virtual prismatic joints, trajectories that are highly unfeasible in the classical sense may now be executed with relative accelerations on the ballistic path that change in real-time. Therefore, the optimization based pseudo-inverse method in this letter potentially enables fast and truly soft [5] ballistic catching with low impact velocities, if an appropriate task level controller for input γ rel is found.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Here we verify the dynamic feasibility claimed with the above simulations using a 2R planar robot vertically mounted as shown in Fig. 6 and with parameters given in Table I . A simple highgain PD-controller operates the robot at 1 kHz. If we let the joint displacement error and joint velocity error be e andė, respectively, the control law is τ = K P e + K Dė with K P = 12000 and K D = 100. The joints consist of RE40 Maxon DC motors, MR Maxon (type L) 1024-bit encoders, and HFUC Harmonic Drive 1:100 gears. Hence, the joint displacement on the load side is measured with an accuracy of 1.5·10 −5 rad. Off-line solving of two point boundary value problems serves as joint motion planner to reliably move the robot from rest to the start of the tracking phase at t 0 and from the end t f to a resting position. The ball in Figs. 6 and 7 is thrown in a repeatable way by another robot as described in [4] , which relates to the assumption of a known path.
For the fast trajectory tracking experiment, we implemented the motion planner as in Fig. 2 , where the initial states and c * S2a
are identical to the above simulation. The input γ rel in the first half t ∈ [0, 30) ms constantly equals zero, which was also assumed in the off-line optimization that resulted in c * S2a . In the second half, the ramp γ rel (t) = 4g t−30 ms 30 ms for t ∈ [30, 60] ms simulates a varying input that requires the robot to decelerate such that the relative acceleration between object and end-effector increases to γ rel (t f ) = 4g. Such variation was not considered during the off-line optimization (10) but lies well within the bounds discussed in the last section. Fig. 7 and the multimedia attachment illustrate the resulting exploitation of the virtual nonprehensile joint q m +1 . Note here that only the end-effector position (n = 2) and not its orientation is part of the task planner. Preliminary experiments in [4] showed that this can be sufficient for nonprehensile catching.
Based on ten trials, Fig. 8 depicts the errors of the two actuated joints q 1 and q 2 during the tracking phase. The very low values of these joint errors relate to workspace errors below 2 mm and thus confirm dynamically feasible trajectory planning by (5) and (10) . Especially from t = 30 ms, where we switched from known to unforeseen acceleration, no negative effects on the tracking performance occur. The flexibility with respect to the initial state illustrates Fig. 9 . Here, a nonprehensile end-effector of length Q 3,b allows to track fast trajectories from different initial points without recomputation of c * S2b . As a result, future work in nonprehensile manipulation with intermittent contacts may now be able to maintain stability or robustness claims, made on task level, also in experiments.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Dynamically unconstrained joints have been introduced for intermittent nonprehensile dynamic manipulation to enable fast and accurate execution of primitives like catching, batting or juggling. A weighted pseudo-inverse approach with optimized weights and initialization was shown to be effective for this purpose. The experimental evaluation showed a non-redundant robot that could accurately follow the fast flight trajectory of a part for 60 ms by exploiting a short unconstrained joint of only 1.5 cm length. The method introduced in this letter potentially enables catching robots, for the first time, to control the catch in the last moments before collision. In our future work, we plan to use the new input by building analog short-range sensors into the end-effector. One would thus close the feedback loop on task level subject to the dynamic feasibility constraints.
